
Introduction
The yellow wagtails (Motacillidae) are a particularly complex 
taxonomic group of birds that breed throughout the Palearctic and 
in Alaska (Alström & Mild 2003). All yellow wagtails were thought 
to belong to a single monophyletic, but highly polytypic, clade 
(Alström & Mild 2003) until Ödeen & Alström (2001), Alström & 
Ödeen (2002), Voelker (2002), and Ödeen & Björklund (2003) 
demonstrated that the group is paraphyletic, and consists of 
a ‘western’ clade, and an ‘eastern’ clade. The ‘western’ clade 
breeds primarily in the western Palearctic, east up to Mongolia 
and central Russia (Alström & Mild 2003, Tyler & Christie 2017), 
and the ‘eastern’ clade breeds in the eastern Palearctic in far 
eastern Asia and in Alaska (Alström & Mild 2003, del Hoyo & 
Collar 2017). Although ‘eastern’ yellow wagtails are genetically 
closer to citrine wagtails (the Motacilla citreola complex) than to 
their ‘western’ counterparts (Ödeen & Björklund 2003), some 
‘eastern’ and ‘western’ races are morphologically similar (or even 
identical) probably as a result of convergent evolution (Alström 
& Mild 2003). The systematics of yellow wagtails is still under 
flux but the group is currently thought to include at least two 
polytypic species, the Western Yellow Wagtail M. flava, and the 
Eastern Yellow Wagtail M. tschutschensis (Banks et al. 2004, 
Dickinson & Christidis 2014, del Hoyo & Collar 2017, Tyler & 
Christie 2017). Alström & Mild (2003) and Dickinson & Christidis 
(2014) recognise three subspecies under M. tschutschensis: the 
nominate subspecies (with which simillima, angarensis, and 
zaissanesis are often synonymised), taivana (‘Green-headed’ 
Yellow Wagtail), and macronyx (‘Manchurian’ Yellow Wagtail).  
The east Siberian race plexa (that chiefly winters in Southeast 
Asia and questionably in mainland India), is placed either under 
M. flava, wherein it is usually synonymised with thunbergi 
(Alström & Mild (2003), or under  M. tschutschensis as a distinct 
subspecies (Clements et al. 2017, Tyler & Christie 2017).

An adult male M. t. tschutschensis (Alström & Mild 2003) 
has a long, thin, and white supercilium that is prominent in front 
of, and behind the eye. In breeding plumage, it has a pale grey 
forehead, nape, and crown that are paler than in M. f. thunbergi, 
and a yellow throat with varying amounts of white near the chin. 
Its ear-coverts can range from pale grey to almost black and are 
usually darker than the crown. Females and wintering birds often 
resemble dull males, and some are inseparable from males based 

upon plumage alone (Red’kin & Babenko 1999, Red’kin 2001, 
Alström & Mild 2003). This subspecies can be distinguished 
from M. f. thunbergi as the latter lacks the long supercilium and 
(broken) eye ring (if present). Occasional individuals, with very 
pale ear coverts, can resemble M. f. beema, but M. f. beema 
often shows a white sub-ocular stripe that M. t. tschutschensis 
lacks. Birds with very dark ear coverts cannot be easily separated 
from M. flava ‘dombrowskii’, which is an intergrade between M. 
f. beema and M. f. feldegg. M. t. tschutschensis can sometimes 
show a yellowish supercilium possibly due to individual variation 
or hybridization with M. t. taivana. Such birds may be confused 
with M. t. taivana but will not show any shades of yellow/green 
on the forehead, crown, nape, and ear-coverts unlike M. t. taivana. 

An adult male M. t. taivana (Alström & Mild 2003) has a long, 
broad, and yellow supercilium (broader and often longer than 
that of a M. t. tschutschensis). In breeding plumage, its forehead, 
nape, and crown are dull greenish grey and concolourous with its 
upperparts, unlike M. t. tschutschensis, and it has a yellow throat. 
Its ear-coverts are always darker than its upperparts, and the 
colour of the ear-coverts can range from brownish-black to dark 
greenish-grey. Females resemble dull males, have a slightly paler 
and thinner supercilium, and ear coverts that are only slightly 
darker than, or concolourous with, upperparts. A female M. f. 
lutea can also show a (usually paler) yellow supercilium but has 
paler, browner ear-coverts, paler underparts, a whitish throat, and 
a whitish sub-ocular stripe, which M. t. taivana lacks. Wintering 
males resemble breeding males but have more greenish brown 
crowns, less blackish ear coverts, and paler yellow underparts. 
Wintering females have the brownest (least green) upperparts, 
pale buffish-yellow underparts and supercilium, and ear coverts 
that can range from pale to blackish brown. 

Some M. t. tschutschensis and M. t. taivana individuals, 
and especially young birds, have prominent broken eye rings 
below the eye. First winter birds of both subspecies sometimes 
resemble adult females but can often look similar to each other 
(white to buffish superciliums and dull grey/brown upperparts), 
and to young M. citreola and M. f. beema. They can however be 
told apart when they begin to attain any “adult like” plumage in 
the first phase of their pre-breeding moults in their winter quarters 
during February–May. Both subspecies can be distinguished from 
the M. flava intergrades ‘superciliaris’ and ‘xanthophrys’ as both 
intergrades usually have black crowns. 
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Observations
On 21 November 2006, MP was birding at Sippighat, South 
Andamans (11.6029°N, 92.6918°E), and observed a total 
of eight yellow wagtails. One particularly distinctive individual 
[204a, b] was observed closely. It had a blue-grey crown with 
ear coverts of the same shade or slightly darker, and a very long 
and relatively broad pure white supercilium, tapering down over 
the ear coverts. The throat was yellow and the chin appeared 
white. The mantle was brownish-green, and the lower back 
and rump pale grey. The wingbars and tertial fringes were worn 
and off-white. The plumage suggested a male, although it was 
not possible to be sure of the sex. The bird was suspected to 
be an “eastern” Yellow Wagtail at the time and photographed, 
although in the field MP was not aware of specific features to 
confirm the subspecies. This individual was later identified 
as M. t. tschutschensis. The predominantly white belly, flanks 
and undertail coverts (from what is visible) coupled with grey 
upperparts (green feathers appear newly moulted) suggest that 
this was a first winter bird.

On 16 December 2016, AV and BS saw a yellow wagtail 
[205a, b] at 1450 hrs on the grassy banks of Maguri Beel, Tinsukia 
District, Assam (27.5733°N, 95.3702°E; c. 115 m asl), close to 
where the boat drops off visitors. In an area overwhelmingly 
dominated by M. citreola and with few yellow wagtails, they 
closely examined each yellow wagtail, including this one. The 

wagtail was by itself, separately from the flock. It did not call. 
Unlike other yellow wagtails they had seen in Assam that were 
primarily thunbergi/‘plexa’ type males (no supercilium to short 
supercilium behind eye), beema type males (concolourous light 
grey crown and ear coverts) or non-descript young birds, this 
wagtail had a prominent, long, thin, and white supercilium that 
extended well beyond the eye and dark greyish-black unbroken 
ear coverts that were distinctly darker than the pale grey 
forehead, crown, and nape. It had some yellow on the throat, a 
predominantly white chin, some brownish mottling on the breast 
and whitish underparts with yellow restricted to the belly. It had 
a predominantly grey mantle with a hint of green. The bird was 
suspected to be M. t. tschutschensis and was photographed. This 
individual was later confirmed as M. t. tschutschensis. The grey/
brown mottling on the breast, yellow restricted to belly, relatively 
grey upperparts, and prominent white tips to the greater coverts 
(contrasting with dark centres and with newly moulted, more 
greyish tipped median coverts) suggest that this was also a first 
winter bird. However, the relatively well-marked face and some 
tinges of green on the mantle suggest that it had partially moulted 
into “adult like” plumage. The well-marked face also suggests that 
the bird was male but it is difficult to sex the bird with certainty. 

In both birds, the long white supercilium rules out M. f. 
thunbergi and M. t. taivana. The dark lores [204a, b; 205a, b], 
also dark ear-coverts in Bird 2), thin supercilium, and the lack of 
sub-ocular stripes rule out M. f. beema. M. flava ‘dombrowskii’ 

204b. Yellow Wagtil from Sippighat, South Andamans, showing brownish-green mantle with 
pale grey lower back and rump.

205b. Yellow Wagtil at Maguri Beel, Assam, with dark greyish-black ear coverts.

204a. Yellow Wagtil from Sippighat, South Andamans, showing long, pure white supercilium. 205a. Yellow Wagtil at Maguri Beel, Assam, with prominent white supercilium.
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shows almost black ear coverts and was therefore ruled out in 
both cases. The intergrade M. flava ‘superciliaris’ shows a long 
white supercilium but has a dark (almost black) crown and ear 
coverts, and can therefore be ruled out in both cases.  

At 0530 hrs on 31 October 2016, PK and AK saw a yellow 
wagtail [206] on Neil Island (11.8322°N, 93.0522°E), which 
they photographed assuming it was M. flava. It had a prominent 
broad yellowish supercilium, a yellow throat with white sides, 
buffish underparts with yellow restricted to regions near the 
belly, and some indistinct mottling on the breast. Its lores were 
prominent and noticeably darker than the crown. Its ear-coverts 
were dirty greenish-brown and concolorous with the forehead. It 
had light grey upperparts with only the slightest hint of green on 
the mantle. This individual was later identified as M. t. taivana. 
The non-descript grey upperparts, some white in the supercilium, 
mottling on the breast, possibly retained juvenile coverts with 
prominent white tips and a possible moult contrast, and yellow 
on the underparts restricted to the belly suggest that it may have 
been a first winter male (like the previous two). The age and sex 
of this bird, however, cannot be judged with certainty from the 
images. This bird may again have partially moulted into “adult 
like” plumage as is suggested by the hint of green on the mantle, 
mostly yellow supercilium, and the greenish ear-coverts and 
forehead. 

The yellow supercilium rules out M. f. beema and the 
relatively dark, greenish ear-coverts, dark lores, yellow throat, 
and the lack of a sub-ocular stripe rule out a female M. f. lutea. 
M. t. tschutschensis will not show any tinges of green on the 
ear-coverts and forehead, or such a broad supercilium, and can 
therefore be excluded. The intergrade M. flava ‘xanthophrys’ 
shows a yellow supercilium but has a dark (almost black) crown 
and ear coverts with no hint of green, and can be ruled out.

These wagtails were identified tentatively in the field, and 
conclusively from photos, as they were relatively well marked 
individuals that showed some characters of adults. “Adult type” 
M. t. tschutschensis and M. t. taivana, even in winter, can show 
characteristic facial patterns. Some birds in winter may however 
appear pale and can be difficult to distinguish from M. f. beema. 
Although the three individuals discussed in this paper were 
documented in winter, perhaps the best time to look out for 
well-marked M. tschutschensis in the Indian Subcontinent is from 
February to April when they are likely to be close to the completion 
of their pre-breeding moult and may be seen in fresh, near-
breeding plumage (Alström & Mild 2003). Recordings of their 

calls can be very useful to ascertain identity as M. tschutschensis 
has a harsher call than M. flava that closely resembles the call 
of M. citreola (Alström & Mild 2003, Bot et al. 2014). Until their 
status in the Indian Subcontinent is resolved, photographs will 
be important documentation. Given the position of the Indian 
Subcontinent, relative to their known wintering ranges, we 
speculate that the species may in fact be a scarce but regular 
winter visitor to the region, particularly to the Andaman Islands 
and north-eastern India.

Discussion
Several races of M. flava winter in the Indian Subcontinent 
(Kazmierczak 2000, Grimmett et al. 2011, Rasmussen & 
Anderton 2012) but the status of M. tschutschensis in the region 
is still unclear. Ali & Ripley (1998) state that M. f. simillima (= 
M. t. tschutschensis) is a common winter visitor to Kerala, Sri 
Lanka, and the Andamans, passing through northern India. 
These claims, however, remain unsubstantiated. Rasmussen & 
Anderton (2012) and Robson (2009) treat it as hypothetical 
to the Indian Subcontinent, citing uncorroborated reports of  
‘simillima’ and ‘zaissanensis’. There are two specimens labelled 
M. f. simillima (= M. t. tschutschensis) from Edanad, Kerala, 
being housed at the Bombay Natural History Society (Unnithan 
1995), and these evidently require re-examination. It was 
possible that this taxon was identified on the basis of ‘longer and 
straighter’ hind claw (Ali 1962, Ali 1964, Ali & Ripley 1987), a 
feature conventionally believed to be diagnostic of the species 
(see Red’kin & Babenko (1999); Red’kin (2001); but Alström 
& Mild (2003) found considerable overlap of this trait between 
the Eastern- and Western- Yellow Wagtails. Alström & Mild 
(2003) include the Andaman Islands in the wintering range of 
M. t. tschutschensis (=M. f. simillima), citing Ali & Ripley (1998), 
who in turn quote Vaurie (1959). Grimmett et al. (2011) do 
not mention M. t. tschutschensis but include M. t. taivana as a 
rare winter visitor; which is treated as a subspecies of Western 
Yellow Wagtail in Rasmussen & Anderton (2012). Alström & Mild 
(2003) state that M. t. taivana was said to be a vagrant to the 
Indian Subcontinent with one potential record each from Nepal 
(Inskipp & Inskipp 1991), Pakistan (Khanum & Ahmed 1988), 
Bhutan (Ali & Ripley 1998), and Calcutta (Walton 1903, Ali & 
Ripley 1998). They, however, also state that the specimen from 
Bhutan was a misidentified Citrine Wagtail M. citreola on closer 
inspection, and that the specimen from Calcutta was untraceable 
(in litt. communication from Pamela Rasmussen in Alström & 
Mild (2003)). There is another potential, more recent, record 
from Gujarat (Varu 2016). 

North-eastern India shares a border with northern Myanmar, 
and the Andaman Islands are geographically closer to southern- 
and western- Myanmar than to peninsular India. Given that M. t. 
tschutschensis winters in northern, central, southern, and south-
western Myanmar, and M. t. taivana winters in central, southern, 
and western Myanmar (Robson 2009), both species are not 
unexpected winter visitors to the Indian Subcontinent. There 
have been several recent, unverified, reports of M. tschutschensis 
from the Indian Subcontinent, primarily from north-eastern India 
and the Andaman Islands. Field identification of the Eastern 
Yellow Wagtail, however, remains hugely challenging and is 
further complicated by the presence of hybrids between races 
(both within, and across, the ‘Western’ and ‘Eastern’ taxa) that 
can superficially resemble a third race (Alström & Mild 2003). 
Some of these records are misidentified M. flava, or types 

206. Yellow Wagtil from Neil Island.
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‘superciliaris’/‘xanthophrys’, but many others are still potential 
candidates and remain unconfirmed. In this paper, we do not 
intend to claim these verified reports as first records of the 
species in the Indian Subcontinent. Instead, we show that M. 
tschutschensis can no longer be considered hypothetical to the 
region as we document the occurrence of M. t. tschutschensis 
from the Andaman Islands and from Assam, and the occurrence 
of M. t. taivana from the Andaman Islands.
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Editors' comment: 
Molecular taxonomy and breeding ranges of the ‘western’ and 
‘eastern’ clades of the Yellow Wagtail, and their relation to other 
species, like the Citrine Wagtail, are still being worked out. With this 
note, we accept the Eastern Yellow Wagtail as a species into the 
‘India Checklist’, and more specifically, we accept the nominate 
subspecies, and the taivana subspecies, into the checklist.

With the compliments of

G.B.K. CHARITABLE TRUST
B-1/504, Marathon Innova, Ganapatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel,  

Mumbai 400013.

Errata: Vol. 13 No. 5: On page 130, the status of the following species should be 'M' (=migratory species); Grey-headed Lapwing, 
Curlew Sandpiper, and Common Snipe.
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